
You have a separate task for ETHICS and a separate task for PHILOSOPHY (Complete 

both) 

For help with Ethics email; JLS@goffs.herts.sch.uk 

For help with Philosophy email; TCa@goffs.herts.sch.uk 

ebo@goffs.herts.sch.uk 

 

Year 12 - Religious Ethics – AQA  Ethics 

Ethics is the part of philosophy that deals with good and evil. Ethics tries to answer 

questions like:  

• What actions are good? What actions are evil?  

• How can we tell the difference? 

 • Are good and evil the same for everyone?  

• How do our actions affect others?  

To be prepared for the study of ethics it is important to be able to distinguish between:  

Deontological ethics – This is the branch of ethics concerned with actions. Here we should 

follow independent moral rules or duties. When we follow our duty, we are behaving 

morally. When we fail to follow our duty, we are behaving immorally.  

 

Absolutist ethics – Some people think there are such universal rules that apply to 

everyone. This sort of thinking is called moral absolutism.  

 

Teleological ethics – This is the branch of ethics concerned with consequences. 

Consequentialism teaches that people should do whatever produces the greatest amount 

of good consequences.  

Relativist ethics – If you look at different cultures or different periods in history you'll find 

that they have different moral rules. So what is right or wrong depends on the situation.  

  

Compulsory Tasks – handed to your teacher FIRST LESSON BACK:  **Information to be 

presented in PowerPoint format with a bibliography. You will be expected to present your 

findings to the class.**  

1. Research the FOUR main categories of ethical theory and produce a summary of each. 

You should include particular philosophers or ethical theories, and link these to examples 

of ethical dilemmas. 2. Read & summarise AT LEAST ONE news article/case study on each 

on the following areas of Applied Ethics. Detail how at least two approaches would 

respond to these issues: a. Abortion b. Right to a Child / Infertility Treatments c. 

Euthanasia d. Genetic Engineering / Medical Ethics e. War and Peace You should include 

the main ethical issue(s) raised in the article, and explain the arguments FOR and AGAINST 

the issue(s) mentioned.  
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Useful websites: Theories 

http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/absoluterelativemorality/index.htm 

https://www.philosophicalinvestigations.co.uk/ethics/as/relativism-and-absolutism  

  

Ethical Dilemmas http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/abortion/index.htm 

https://www.philosophicalinvestigations.co.uk/ (You will find suitable articles/case 

studies on this site for Q2)  

  

Recommended Task – aiming for top marks you should read: 1. Ethics Made Easy – Mel 

Thompson ISBN 1444123033  

  

  

  

  

  

A Level Religious Studies - Philosophy 

Advisable: If you want to achieve a high grade in A Level Religious Studies, then you need 

to be reading at a very high level. You need to engage with much more than just the 

textbook you are given (good though they are).  

  

Read or watch AT LEAST ONE of these:  

The Cider House Rules (John Irving – abortion)  

Million Dollar Baby (Euthanasia)  

Birdsong (Sebastian Faulks – War) My Sister’s Keeper (Genetic Engineering)  

Brave New World (Genetic Engineering)  

 Gattaca (Genetic engineering)  

2184 (Martin Parish – genetic engineering) 

 The Island (Cloning)                                  

 

 

Year 12 - Philosophy of Religion – AQA Philosophy is simply “thinking about thinking”, an 

intellectual journey of life. In Year 12 we study Ancient Greek philosophers Plato and 

Aristotle. We then look at arguments for and against the existence of God. This involves 

the study of many philosophers including Kant, Descartes, Dawkins and Aquinas. We start 



looking at the arguments for God’s existence prepared to start this you need to distinguish 

between the main approaches to knowledge: 

Rationalism – Rationalist philosophers believe that all knowledge can be understood 

through a process of reasoning, without any external sources. 

 

Empiricism – In philosophy, empiricism is a theory, which believes that all knowledge 

comes from experience.  

A Posteriori arguments – arguments that draw on conclusion based on observation through 

experience.  

A Priori argumenta – arguments which draw conclusion through reason. 

 

 Compulsory Tasks – Work to be handed to teacher FIRST LESSON BACK – **Information 

to be presented in PowerPoint format. (Max 6 slides) You will be expected to present your 

findings to the class.** 1. Research the TWO main approaches to knowledge (Rationalism 

and empiricism) and produce a summary of each. You should include particular 

philosophers, and link these to Plato or Aristotle where possible. 2. Which approach, A 

Posteriori or A Priori, is more convincing in trying to prove the existence of God? You must 

fully justify your argument. Explain why.  

 

 

Websites: http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/ 

https://philosophy.pushmepress.com/ http://www.rsrevision.com/contents/ethics.htm 

http://www.rsrevision.com/contents/philosophy.htm 

https://ithinkthereforeiteach.wordpress.com/ http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-

a-level-gce-religious-studies-h172-h572/ Challenge: (Voluntary) 1. Read and summarise 

the main points made in Plato’s Allegory of the Cave a. 

http://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/cave.htm b. 

http://voices.yahoo.com/platos-allegory-cave-analysis-summary-25170.html c. 

http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/republic.8.vii.html 2. Read and summarise the main points 

made by Aristotle in his Metaphysics (Of the four causes), Book 12 a. http://www.the-

philosophy.com/aristotle-metaphysics-summary b. 

http://www.philosophicalinvestigations.co.uk/index.php/philosophy/artistotle/1028-

source c. http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/metaphysics.12.xii.html d. 

http://dhspriory.org/thomas/Metaphysics12.htm A Level Religious Studies Recommended 

Reading If you want to achieve a high grade in A Level Religious Studies, then you need to 

be reading at a very high level. You need to engage with much more than just the 

textbook you are given (good though they are). So you should aim to read AT LEAST ONE of 

the following books: 1. Philosophy: The Essential Study Guide by Nigel Warburton ISBN 

0415341809 2. Philosophy: The Classics by Nigel Warburton ISBN 0415356296 3. Sophie's 

World by Jostein Gaarder ISBN 1858815304 


